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al{ arfh za arft am4 arias rra aar & at as z or#gr e wf
qonfe,fa ft4 aag ·T; tr 3f@at at 3rg zur gaterv ma wga aar &I

Any person aggrieved by this Order-In-Appeal may file an appeal or revision
application, as the one may be against such order, to the appropriate authority in the follcwing
way.:

snla al qr g+tu 3mar

Revision application to Government of India :

(4) a4ha Gara zyc 3rf@fzm, 1994 #t err 3ra R aar ·T; ml#ii a a i
qitarr err cITT '3Lf-tTRT cB" ~~ qxi!cb cB" 3RrTd" yr)erv 3mdaa a7efl Rra, ma pT,
fa inau, lua fa, atft if#a, Rta tu , ira if, { fact : 110001 at #
ft afg I

(i) A revision application lies to the Under Secretary, to the Govt. of India, Revision
Application Unit Ministry of Finance, Department of Revenue, 41h Floor, Jeevan Deep Building,
Parliament Street, New Delhi - 110 001 under Section 35EE of the CEA 1944 in respect c-,' the
following case, governed by first proviso to sub-section (1) of Section-35 ibid:

ii) ufg ma a; gtR #m a Rt nR qrqr f4at qssrtr qr r1 #tar
i a fa5at quern a aw uerm im uma gy mf i, za fa# ant a avsr i
'cl% cf6 fa#l arr a faRt quern gt "l=frc;f cITT >lfcl:>m ~ cITTR ~ "ITT I ..

(ii) In case of any loss of goods where the loss occur in transit from a factory to a
warehouse or to another factory or from one warehouse to another during the course of
processing of the goods in a warehouse or in storage whether in a factory or in a warehouse.
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(cB) 'lTl«fas fat I, zu rr 'If AllfR'lct l=f@ q 4 ml # faRfu sq#tr zrcea aa'mna u sue
zyceRRr 'If "GlT la # alg fatl, roT ii AllfR'lct -~ I

(A) In case of rebate of duty of excise on goods exported to any country or territory outside fndia of.,
on excisable material used in the manufacture of the goods which are exported to any country
or territory outside India. · <t

(8) In case of goods exported outside India export to Nepal.or Bhutan, without payment of duty.

3ifUna 6t Tr«a gens # qua f; uit set Ree mu at n{& ail ha or?r uit sr err'
vi fu # 4fa 3rgra, rat err qRaat "4T fffcf 'If faa arfefru (i2) 1998 'cTRT 109

err fga fag ·Tg st

(c) Credit of any duty allowed to be utilized towards payment of exci'se duty on final products
under the provisions of this Act or the Rules made there under and such order is passed by the
Commissioner (Appeals) on or after, the date appointed under Sec.109 of the Finance (No.2)
Act, 1998.

(«) bu area groan (sr9ta) Para#), 2oo1 # Rm o a 3inf f@Rf{e qua ign zg--e at ufii i,
)fa 3nr?gr a qR am hf Ria a m ft gr-arr gi 3rfta am?gr # at-at ,fii #
rel Ufra 3ma4aa fhu urt a1Reg rer arr z. ml guff a aiafa IT 35--z feuffa #t #
1arr rad # er €tr-6 'cf@R cB1 >f@ 'lfr M~ I

The above application shall be made in duplicate in Form No. EA-8 as specified under Rule, 9 Q
of Central Excise (Appeals) Rules, 2001 within 3 months from the date on which the order
sought to be appealed against is communicated and shall be accompanied by two copies each
of the 010 and Order-In-Appeal. It should also be accompanied by a copy of TR-6 Challan
evidencing payment of prescribed fee as prescribed under Section 35-EE of CEA, 1944,
under Major Head of Account.

(2) ff@ua an4a mrr usi iaa am ya car sq a sra a st al sr1 2oo/-# yrarr #l u;
3tN ugi ica va ya ala a unrar st it1 ood/- cB1 ~ 'lj'RIR cB1 "GJTq I

The revision application shall be accompanied by a fee of Rs.200/- where the amount involved
is Rupees One Lac or less and Rs.1,000/- where the amount involved is more than Rupees
One Lac.

8ta grca, ta war4a grca qi hara rat#ta uaf@row #f rat-
Appeal to Custom, Excise, & Service Tax Appellate.Tribunal:

.(1) ~~~ 3ffiwr , 1944 cB'l 'cTRT 35-m;35-~ ~~~. 1994 cJtt mxr s6 ip 3fcflfc:r* 3Rflrct":-

Under Section 35B/ 35E of Central Excise Act, 1944 or Under Section 86 of the Finance Act,
1994 an appeal lies to:-

(o) sqaRa qR 2 (4) aar rga # 3IBlcIT cf5l" 3ilfrcrr, 3fC.frc;rr cfJ mt 4tar ye, #rzq
3gr«a yc ya arr aft4tr nrutf@ran (Rrez) #t 4fa eftq 9fat, 3Irr i 2"%
l=ffffi, ist§J-Jlc·11 'l-IcR" ,'3@«11 ,ffi'tJx.--llJlx,J-1$J-Jc'ilistlc'i -380004 .

(a) To the west regional bench of Customs, Excise & Service Tax Appellate Tribunal (CESTAT) at
2 floor,Bahumali Bhawan,Asarwa,Girdhar Nagar, Ahmedabad : 380004. in case of appeals
other thari as mentioned in para-2(i) (a) above.

0
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(3)

(4)

(5)
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The appeal to the Appellate Tribunal shall be filed in quadruplicate in form EA-3 as prescribed
under Rule 6 of should be accompanied by a fee of Rs.1,000/-, Rs.5,000/- and Rs.10,000/
where amount of duty / penalty / demand I refund is upto 5 Lac, 5 Lac to 50 Lac and above 50
Lac respectively in the form of crossed bank draft in favour of Asstt. Registar of a branch of
any nominate public sector bank of the place where the bench of any nominate public sector
bank of the place where the bench of the Tribunal is situated.

uf ga mgr ii a{ pa smii at mar al & at r@ta pa sir # fg #) ml jar
sq[a±r fan'rt aifeg za an # &ha g #Rt fas far udl arf aa a fa qenferf
379014tu nruTf@raw at ya 3fl zur 4hr vat at van ma4a fhzut uirar &l
In case of the order covers a number of order-in-Original, fee for each 0.1.0 .. should be paid in
the aforesaid manner not withstanding the fact that the one appeal to the Appellant Tribunal or

, the one application to the Central Govt. As the case may be, is filled to avoid scriptoria work if
excising Rs. 1 lacs fee of Rs.100/- for each.

rarer zea arf@fur 197o zrm visit@ea #l rqPr-4 # oirifa frrtllftd fcnq ~ Bern ~
zr Ga am?r zrenfnR [fut qf@ratsrar a r@la # vs if "4"x xii.6.50 ~ cf>f <X.Jllllc1ll

zyca feaszctal aft
One copy of application or 0.1.0. as the case may be, and the order of the adjudicating
authority shall bear a court fee stamp of Rs.6.50 paise as prescribed under scheduled-I item
of the court fee Act, 1975 as amended.

a 3it if@r ma#i al Riarw a4 are frrWIT c#l" 3TI'{ sf eznt 3naff fhu unrar ? Git ft
zycen, hara oqra zca vi hara ar@hat1 mrnf@raw (raff@fer) fzu, 1os2 i ffa ?

Attention in invited to the rules covering these and other related matter contained in the
Customs, Excise & Service Tax Appellate Tribunal (Procedure) Rules, 1982.

0

(6) 4tr grca, tu snaa ggcen y hara 3rah# =znf@raw (Rrec), uf a4hat ma #
cpcfoq l=frT (Demand) vi (Penalty) pl 1o% [f \J]l'.ff av afaf ? 1are«if@, 3if@roara \J]l'.ff 10
~~ % !(Section 35 F of the Central Excise Act, 1944, Section 83 & Section 86 of the Finance
Act, 1994)

±4juGarapea it aarab 3iafa, pf@ragt "ara5tii(Duty Demanded) 
(i) (Section) '@6" 11DW dQa" f.:tmfu:r~;
(ii)" futrrn1akz feealufr,
(iii) ha3Reefui#f 6aaa2rfI.

> ugfsuvia crfha ? used qasa$lgear,srfhe' fena kf@ugff aarf@urn@.

For an appeal to be filed before the CESTAT, 10% of the Duty & Penalty confirmed by the
Appellate Commissioner would have to be pre-deposited, provided that the pre-deposit amount
shall not exceed Rs.1 O Crores. It may be noted that the pre-deposit is a mandatory condition
for filing appeal before CESTAT. (Section 35 C (2A) and 35 F of the Central Excise Act, 1944,
Section 83 & Section 86 of the Finance Act, 1994) ·

Under Central Excise and Service Tax, "Duty demanded" shall include:

(i) amount determined under Section 11 D;
(ii) amount .of erroneous Cenvat Credit taken;
(iii) amount payable under Rule 6 of the Cenvat Credit Rules.

zr arr2rauf arfl frau #war sii yeasrzraryeaut ausRaffa atat in fkg
·Tgyeak 1o41au itraj#a au R@aif@a sl as c!l16 it;- 1024maru#l a»fl &l

In view of above, an appeal against this order shall lie before the Tribunal on payment
of 10% of the duty demanded where duty or duty and penalty are in dispute, or penalty, where
penalty alone is in dispute."
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ORDER-IN-APPEAL

This appeal has been filed by MIs A.D. Corporation, 4-5/GF, Bhagirath Icoh,

Opposite Narol Court, Near Bhagirath City Homes, Narol, Ahmedabad-382405 (hereinafter •

referred as "the appellant") against the Order-in-OriginalNo.MP/03/AC/Div-IV/20-21 dated

28.07.2020 (hereinafter referred as the "impugned order") passed by the Assistant

Commissioner, Central GST, Division - IV, Ahmedabad South (hereinafter referred as "the

acijudicating-authority").

2. Briefly stated, the facts of the case are that the appellant are engaged in providing

Restaurant Service and were holding Service Tax Registration No.AAWFA0221DSD001.

During the course of audit of the financial records of the appellant by the officers of Central

GST, Audit, Ahmedabad, it was observed that the appellant had not paid the Service Tax on

the take away food and home delivery of food parcel claiming it to be exempted service.

They were infonned vide letter dated 07.12.2018 that such service would attract Service

Tax. The appellant did not agree with the audit para and hence they were served with a
. i .

Show Cause No.VI/1(b)-275/C-II/AP-08/Ahd/2018-19 dated 31.01.2019 demanding Service

Tax amounting to Rs.2,89,249/- along with interest and penalty under Section 78 of the

Finance Act, 1994 (hereinafter referred to as "the Act') covering the period from 2013-14 to

2017-18 (upto June, 2017). The said Show Cause Notice was decided by the adjudicating

authority vide the impugned order wherein he had confirmed the demand of service tax

along with interest and also imposed penalty under Section 78 of the Act.

3. Being aggrieved by the impugned order, the appellant has filed this appeal on· the

following grounds:

► The adjudicating authority has completely ignored their submission with regard to
applicability of Central Excise Law and subsequent exemption granted by the

government to specifically the activity of preparation of food in a restaurant;

► The department is saying that procuring, cutting, garnishing of ingredients and then
cooking is service as food is prepared as per specific requirement of customer. But the

authority miss the colour of its fundamental activity. What is getting
generated/prepared/ produced/manufactured after all these service, "FOOD' which is a
tangible item which can be touched, felt, tested and eat. The authority is agreeing that

end result is FOOD item;

► Food is movable property and title of the same can be transferred. Hence, it is goods. It
is prepared by the combination of service as well as goods (ingtedients);

► As per Notification No.12/2012-CE dated 17.03.2012, vide Entry at Sr.No.12 & 13, the
food prepared in Restaurant is declared under Chapter 20 which is Nil rated. Moreover,

' I • •

the excise has very precise entry which explains, even though such food is consumed
outside or anywhere away from restaurant, it will be Chapter 20 item and taxed at Nil

rated as far as it is prepared in Restaurant;

O

0
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► Entry at Section65(E)i) of the Act mentions 'service portion' only and it means to

cover the service portion at restaurant premises apart from preparation of food like a

good ambiance, well trained staff to attend, peaceful environment, prompt service, live

music or any other facilities, etc.;

► In Take away, food is prepared and handed over to customer at counter itself which is

nothing but the sale of goods. Authority once tried to convert this transaction in service

on the basis of packing service. Food cannot be provided in loose hand and it has to be

properly packed in specific container and it is an incidental activity and just because they

pack their prepared food does not mean full activity will be considered as service;

► As far as Home delivery is concerned, food is prepared and delivered to the customer at

his place· or place away from the restaurant. This also is sale of goods transaction.

Notification No.12/2012-CE, states, Food prepared in restaurant whether or not it is

consumed in such restaurant or not, is covered under Chapter 20 as excisable item. Even

though service element is involved in this but it is an incidental activity to main activity

which is sale of good and they do not charge anything extra for Home Delivery. So just

because they deliver the food at home does not obliterate the main ingredient of the

activity which is sale of Goods;

► The transactions made by them are transaction of sale as per the definition of sale under

Section 4 of the Sale of Goods Act, 1930 as food parcels supplied by them qualifies to

be goods as defined under clause (25) of Section 65B of the Act and there is transfer of

title of the goods against money consideration;

>» The transaction made by them were transactions of sale according to Article 366 (29A)

of Constitution of India as in the case of their transactions, there was transfer of goods

against money consideration and they transferred their owner ship of goods to the

buyers;

► As per clarification issued vide D.O.F.No.334/3/2011-TRU dated 28.02.2011, it is very

clear that the covered supplies were mere sale of goods and not liable to service tax.

The said clarification is applicable even in Negative list regime since it is not made with

reference to the definition of service , the same clarifies the ambit of service. They have

clarified in this circular what is service and what is goods. Just by mentioning declared

service definition one cannot bring taxability in all activities;

► The food prepared in Restaurant are goods liable to central excise duty at nil rate in

terms of Notification No.12/2012-CE dated 17.03.2012 vide entry at Sr.No.12 and 13

therein;

► As per entry at Section 66D(f) of the Finance Act, process amounting to manufacture is

put under negative list. This entry was later amended and shifted to entry No.30 of the

Mega Exemption Notification No.25/2012-ST;
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► They rely on the case laws in the cases of (i) Hater Priya Vs. Commissioner of OST &

Central Excise, Chennai [2018 (9) TMI 1663]; and (ii) MIs Ambedkar Institute of H@tel

Management Vs. Commissioner of Central Excise & Service Tax, Chandigarh [2015
- 3

(9)TMI 163] which is followed in the case of Suruchi Caterers Vs. Commissioner of

Central Excise, Mumbai [2016 (9) TMI 430] in support of their contentions;

>> Thus, the subject transaction here is involving sale of food by way of take away or parcel

by the Restaurant, the dominant nature of the transaction is that of sale and not service as

the food is not served at the·Restaurant and further no other element of service which is

offered at the restaurants, be it ambience, live entertainment, air conditioning, waiters

· servicing customers or personalized hospitality is offered. Since service portion is

missing while delivering or selling the food, the subject transactions cannot be covered

under the declared services and service tax demand required to be set aside;

► Proviso to Section 73(1) of the Act cannot be invoked for the covered subject

transactions as there is no fraud of collusion or wilful statement or suppression of facts

as contained in the said Section as they are not liable to pay any service tax for activities

carried on by them is merely transfer of title in goods and disclosure of which is not

required at all anytime while filing service tax return;

► Since subject transaction is transfer of title in goods, service tax is not applicable and

since tax is not applicable, interest cannot be levied; and

► The impugned 010 completely fails to prove its allegation that they suppressed the facts

with intent to evade payment of taxes, Merely suppression of facts cannot invoke

penalty under Section 78 there has to be an element of intent to evade which has

nowhere been discussed least proven in the SCN. There being no suppression, penalty

under Section 78 is not applicable as none of the five conditions for imposition of

penalty under the Section are applicable.

4. Personal Hearing in the matter was held on 18.02.2021 through virtual mode. Shri Nitesh

Jain and Shri Jay Dalwadi, Chartered Accountants, appeared for the hearing. They re-iterated the

submissions made in Appeal Memorandum.

5. I have carefully gone through the facts of the case, grounds of appeal in the Appeal

Memorandum and the oral submissions made by the appellant. It is observed that the issue

to be decided in the present appeal is whether the appellants are liable for payment of

service tax on the take-away parcels/home delivery parcels which were sold in their

restaurant. The demand pertains to the period from 2013-14 to 2017-18 (pto June, 2017).

6. It is observed that the demand in the case has been raised on the premise that the

activity of the appellant was covered as declared service in clause (i) of Section 66E of the

Act during the period of dispute and was therefore liable to pay service tax on the same.

The legal provisions- contained under Section 66 Ei) of the Finance Act, 1994 are

· roduced below for better appreciation of facts:

0

0
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"service portion in any activity wherein goods, beingfood or any other article of

human consumption, or any drink (whether or not intoxicating) is supplied in any

manner as part oftheir activity".

From the above provision, it is clear that any activity wherein food or any other article of

human consumption or any drink is supplied in any manner as a part of activity, then the

service portion involved in the said activity would be a declared service within the meaning

of Section 66E(i) of the Act. Therefore, for ascertaining the taxability of the activity, the

maimer of supply of goods would be irrelevant and the crucial factor would be presence of

element of service in the said activity. It is the case of the department that there is a service

element involved in the activity undertaken by the restaurant irrespective of the fact whether

the food is consumed within the restaurant or. supplied as take away parcels or home

delivery. Such a view has been put forth on the grounds that the restaurant prepares and

supplies food or beverages or articles of human consumption as per the choice of the

customer and that for the purpose of supplying a particular food preparation, the restaurant

undertakes the activities of procuring the necessary ingredients, necessary pre-processes

before cooking, packing in containers, etc. for the customer and that it is only after

undertaking the said activities that the restaurant is in a position to supply the

food/beverages to the customers and in a nut shell, the activity of the restaurant is a

composite activity comprising of service portion as well as supply of food and that the

restaurant is inevitably required to undertake the above-mentioned processes for the

customer during the course of delivery of the take away parcels and home delivery and it is

an undisputed fact that the restaurant charges the customers for such take away parcels and

thus the ingredients of service as defined at Section 65B(22) (44) are fulfilled in as much as

the restaurant is undertaking an activity for the customers for a consideration. It is also

contended that the act of preparing and offering food tantamount to service of food.

7. It is clear from the above contentions that what the department intend to describe as

an elementof service in the matter is the activity of the preparation of food for the customer

by the restaurant. This view of the department is not tenable in law in view of the fact that

the activity of preparation of food by a restaurant is an activity which falls within the ambit

of Central Excise Act, 1944. Food preparations which are prepared and served in a hotel,

restaurant or retail outlet whether or not such food is consumed in such hotel, restaurant or

retails outlet, were exempted as they were chargeable to "Nil" rate of duty as per entries at

Sr.No.12 and 13 of Central Excise Notification No.12/2012-CE 17.03.2012 which was in

operation till 30.06.2017. The excisability of various food preparations made in the kitchens

of Hotels/Restaurants have been confirmed by the Hon'ble Tribunal, Delhi in their decision

in the case of Bharat Hotels Ltd Vs. Commissioner of Central Excise, Delhi-I [2018 (15)

GSTL 71 (Tri.-Del.)]. Further, the processes which amounted to "manufacture or

production of goods", which has been defined in section 65B of the Act as a process on

r--.-<>- ~~~ :~,;;~'o;-i",.. which duties of excise are leviable under Section 3 of the Central Excise Act, 1944 (1 ofIf'('/ ~.,.> ~063 .a. a
2 'c :• 8 zeel: 3 e3

I;?,,~~ ",,,,:'~~t{:,:. Z3a
.J~o~-- ~
1t
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8. It is observed that in the case of take away-parcels or home delivery of food, the 0

1944), were covered under Negative List under Section 66D of theAct till 30.03.2017 and

thereafter were covered under Sr.No.30 of the Mega Exemption Notification No.25/2012ST

dated 20.06.2012. The Central Board of Excise & Customs in their Service Education

Guide, issued in the context of 'Negative List Regime' has clarified that if Central Excise

duty is leviable on a particular process, as the same amounts to manufacture, then such

process would be covered in the negative list even if there is a central exeise duty exemption

for such process. In view of the position of law as discussed above, it is observed that the

activity of preparation of food by a restaurant for its customer would not fall within the

ambit of 'service' as defined under the provisions of the Act. The activities ofprocuring the

necessary ingredients, necessary pre-processes before cooking, packing in containers, etc.,

which the department intend to characterize as services are in fact activities which are

integral part of the activity of preparation of food, which falls within the ambit of excise

law. Further, the said activities also cannot be said to have been carried out for the

customers as the customer is concerned with the supply of food he ordered which the

restaurant prepares as per their recipe. Therefore, it is held that service element cannot be

attributed to such activities.

customer is only purchasing the food upon payment and no service of any kind is availed by

him. What he pays to the restaurant is the cost of food he purchased. The nature of

transaction in the case is purely outright sale of food. The activity involved is delivery or

supply of goods against payment and no service element is involved in the said activity.

Delivery or supply of any goods which is deemed to be a sale within the meaning of clause

(29A) of article 366 of the Constitution explicitly stand excluded from the definition of

'service' as defined under Section 65B(44) of the Act. Apart from the activities discussed in

the previous para which falls under the ambit of excise law, the adjudicating authority could

not bring out any other aspect of service in the activity of supply of goods in the case of take

away parcels or home delivery. That being so, it is to be concluded that there is no element

of service in such activity of supply of goods in the form of take away parcels or home

delivery and consequently there cannot be any levy of service tax for the said activity.

9. Further, the department's contention that there is a sea change in the definition of the

service under consideration seems to be somewhat farfetched. The CBEC, in their

Education Guide issued on the context of service tax matter under negative list regime, has

explained the nature of activities covered in the said declared service at Section 66E(i) of

the Act which are basically supply of food or drinks in a restaurant; and supply of food and

drinks by an outdoor caterer. It is undisputed that these two activities were taxable in the

pre-negative list regime also as two separately classified services. In the negative list

regime, since classification based taxability has been done away with, the said two services

were clubbed together and brought under a common category as declared service at Section

)(i) of the Act. It does not seem to be the case that the scope of element of service

0
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provided by a restaurant has been enlarged to cover even cases of supply of food in the form
9

of take away parcels or home delivery, as contended by the audit or the adjudicating

authority. It is more so when the normal nature of activities carried out or provided by a
I

restaurant remains more or less the same during both the pre-negative list era and the

negative list era. It is not the case that the phrase 'supplied in any manner' used in the

definition at Section 66(E)(i) of the Act ipso facto brings into taxability all activities of

supply of food or drinks. It is so only when there exist an element of service in such

activity. Therefore, the taxability of the activities carried out by a restaurant remains

unchanged during both the tax regimes i.e prior to 01.07.2012 and post 01.07.2012. It is

pertinent to note that the nature of services provided in the context of services provided by a

restaurant has been clearly explained in the letter D.O.F.No.334/3/201 1-TRU dated

28.02.2011 issued by the Ministry on the eve of Budgetary changes made in the service tax

law through Finance Bill, 2011. While explaining the scope of service, it has been clarified

therein that the levy is intended to be confined to the value of services contained in the

composite contract and shall not cover either the meal portion in the composite contract or

mere sale of food by way of pick-up or home delivery. This clarification unambiguously

makes it clear that in case of pick-up or home delivery, the nature of transaction involved is

mere sale of food. When that is so, no element of service can be attributed to the said

transaction in the new regime especially when the intention of the new regime is also to

. cover services only and there is no factual change in the nature of activities carried out by

the restaurant during the said regime. Moreover, the sale of goods explicitly stand excluded

from the purview of taxability in the new regime also.

10. It is an undisputed fact that the customer in the case of take away parcels or home

delivery does not get or avail the privileges or benefits offered to other customers who dine

at such restaurants, be it ambience, air conditioning, live entertainment or personalized

hospitality. When no such privilege is availed by a customer, there does not arise any

question of paying or charging any consideration for any such activity. It is not the case of

the department that the appellant in the present case had charged any such amount from the

customers of take away parcels or home delivery. In the absence of any evidence to prove

that the amount charged by the appellant from the customers of take away parcels or home

delivery was not solely against cost of food but also included consideration for service, it

cannot be alleged that the nature of supply of goods in such cases is composite in nature so

as to apply the provisions of Rule 2C of the Service Tax (Determination of Value) Rules,

2006. Further, it is to observe that the basic requirement of 'serving of food' is absent in

case of take away parcels or home delivery of food by a restaurant. The adjudicating

authority's contention in this regard is not tenable as the word "serving" in the context of

restaurant services would mean serving the ordered food to the customer at his table inside

the restaurant by waiters.
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1 1. In view of the above discussions, it is to be concluded. that there is no element of

service in the activity of supply of food by the appellant in the case of take away parcel@or

home delivery and when there is no service, no service tax is leviable on such supply of·
5

food by the restaurant. The contentions raised in the show cause notice and the impugned

order for the demand on the issue fails to survive in the eyes of law and therefore, the

impugned order passed by the adjudicating authority confirming the demand is liable to be

set aside for being not legally sustainable both on facts and merits. When the demand fails,

there does not arise any question of interest or penalty in the matter.

12. Accordingly, the impugned order passed by the· adjudicating authority is set aside

and the appeal of the appellant is allowed.

The appeal filed by the appellant stands disposed off in above terms.

i...»o%Akhilesh Kumar )
Commissioner (Appeals)

Date: 19.03.2021.

BY R.P.A.D./SPEED POST.

Attested:

%4(Anilkumar P.)
Superintendent (Appeals)
CGST, Ahmedabad.

To

Mis A.D. Corporation,
4-5/GF, Bhagirath Icon,
Opp. Narol Court,
Near Bhagirath City Homes,
Narol, Ahmedabad-382405.

Copy to:

1. The Chief Commissioner, Central GST & Central Excise , Ahmedabad Zone.

2. The Principal Commissioner, CentralGT & Central Excise, Ahmedabad South.

3. The Assistant Commissioner, Central GST & Central Excise, Division-IV,
Ahmedabad South.

4. The Asst. Commissioner (System), Central GST & Central Excise, Ahmedabad
South. (for uploading the OIA)

5. Guard File.

6. P.A. File.
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